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Take a deep breath.



In this 
presentation, we 

will address 
how to:

➔ become happier and 
healthier at work.

➔ hurt less during work.
➔ move more with less 

time.



Movement is life 
and 
to move is to live.



80% of adults don’t 
meet their physical 
activity 
requirements. 

-hhs.gov



HOLD ON!





15 hours
11+ hours of sitting per day shows 40% 
increased risk of mortality. 



Knowledge without 
action is useless 
and irrelevant.

-A.P.J Abdul Kalam



Why do we move?



How do we move?



Move within your 
means.



Movement Break!



What is good 
posture?





Frequent and consistent movement is vital to 
maintaining health. 

Move every 20 minutes.



Where do we move?











Setting Up Your 
Environment for  

Movement 



Key movement principle



Frequency and consistency trump 
intensity.



1.5 hour CrossFit class 6 hours  of board games 6 hours  of chores



Over a 6 hour period, chores were found to burn the 
highest amount of calories. 



Solutions 
for WFH



For Work 
Activities



Set task or time goals, then move 
for a bit.



Plan your movement 
to some degree, like 
a walk, squatting, or 
chores. 



Increase water 
consumption—reduce 
cup size to move more.



Set up your 
desk for ease 
of movement 

(reduce 
clutter). 



For 
Non-Work 
Activities



Use chores as 
movement. 



The more 
manual tools 
you use, the 
more 
movement it 
requires. 



Plate food 
in kitchen 
before you 
sit.  



Stand when putting on your shoes.



Park slightly further at the 
grocery store. 



Ask friends and 
family to join in for 

walks and 
activities. 



Other topics 
we can 
address
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➔ Setup and posture while using a 
smartphone or tablet

➔ Desk setup for standing and sitting
➔ Proper lifting technique
➔ Exercises to reduce age-related 

conditions (stress and longevity)
➔ Posture and breathing
➔ Personalized office setup
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